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PANEL ANALYSIS

by

Sin Nehnevajsa

In this discussion we shall briefly explore some of the metho-

dological and analytical consequences of observing the same units upon

the same variable(s) on two or more occasions, These units may be

individuals, relationships, groups (such as families). They may be

ecological units - dammunities, counties, districts.

This type of inquiry, panel research, differs from prediction

studies in that the same variablei are being observed, and the behavior

of the sample units with respect to the variables can be analyzed. Panel

research differs from repeated sample surveys in that the same units

are studied so that it becomes possible to identify exactly all changes

in terms of the criterion, and not merely the net change. We speak of

trends when it comes to the study of net changes.

Clearly, repeated cross-sectional surveys establish "trends"

in that different samples axe repeatedly observed even though the

variables may remain the same.

We can tell, for example, whether unemployment (rates) have

been rising or declining, or how the popularity of a statesman has varied

over time, and do on. (A fine brief st.iMmary of trend analysis is given,

for instance, in Edwards, 1968). But we cannot say much about such.

things as the "stability of the labor market" for trend data do not tell

us whether many of the previously employed people lost their jobs,:and

some, or even many, of the unemployed have found employment. Nor can

we tell the eXtent to which people who had favored the policies of a

particular statesman in the past have come to dislike the policies (or
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the statement), and the degree to which people previously unimpressed

may have come to like the policies-later on.

In turn, in prediction studies, we can consider whether one

state (value of a variable) is predictive of some other subsequent state;

whether, for example, length of engagement "predicts" marital success,

or whether (subsequent) migration rates are affected by economic dif-

ficulties of the outmigration country-or, for that matter, how they

relate to economic conditions In the country of immigration. In such

studies, the same units are being observed over time - but the variables

are, ex definitione, different.

FiEure 1.

SCHENATIZATION OF PREDICTION, TREND AND PANEL STUDIES

Type of design Units Variable(s)

Trend studies Different Same

Prediction studies Same Different

Panel studies Same Same

*
At least two time periods are postulated and the terms "different" and
"same" refer to the relation between the time.of the initial observations
and the subsequent one(s).

The distinction between "trend," "prediction" and "panel" studies

which we are stressing underlies the organization of such important re-

search expository volumes as Language of Social Research (Lazarsfeld and

Rosenberg) or L'Analyse des processus sociaux (Chazel, Boudon and

Lazarsfeld).

In this sense, we shall employ the concept of "change" only in

relation to the successive states of the same unit on the same variable(s):

6
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that is, only in regard to the panel design. The variable which is re-

peatedly observed will be referred to as the "criterion" (of the panel

study).

An individual may change his preference for a candidate. His

interest in politics may change as to its level. The subject may change

the brand of product he buys. A county may give a plurality to one

political party in one election, but to another one in some subsequent

(or previous) election. The family may be tuned in to one T.V. channel,

and change to another channel in the next half hour. A sociometric re-

lationship of mutual liking may change into a different type of relation-

ship. (Bernard Berelson, Paul F. Lazarsfeld, W.V. McPhee 1954; A.

Campbell, G. Gurin, W. E. Miller 1954; Helen Dinerman 1948/49; P. F.

Lazarsfeld und Marjorie Fiske 1938; P. F. Lazarsfeld and B. Berelson 1944).

The concept which we utilize to describe the aggregate change

with respect to some variable is that of turnover. It refers to all

changers with regard to a given criterion.

7
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II. QUASI-PANELS

In a strict manner, the panel design requires that:

(a) identical units be reobserved

(b) identical criteria employed, and

(c) initial and subsequent observations be made at the

same times for all units and all criteria.

However, the methods of analysis which we are about to consider

in this chapter can be used also if we slightly relax the most rigorous

definition of panels. Indeed, the analytical procedures will prove as

useful in the interpretation of quasi7:panels - as we shall term all data

to which the above strict definition does not apply - as they are in

terms of strict panels.

Let us briefly consider relaxing the definition of the "unit".

It turns out, that studies of generational mobility are quasi-panels in

this context. It may well be argued that the unit is the same if re-

defined as "family line" rather than "father's" and "son'a" occupational

staLzses respectively. In any event, generational mobility tables can

therefore be analyzed as if they were panel tables in the strict sense.

(as an example, Goodman, 1969, Bertaux, 1969)

We may, on occasion, extend the-definition of a criterion to
4

include designs wherein we ask, first, about plans, intentions, antici-
.

pations of people and subsequently about their actions, about the manner

in which they carry out their plans and intentions. It may be useful

to label such a criterionan actualization criterion. (for example,

Clausen, 1949 or Peter Rossi, 1952).
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Here, we speak of the panel-like relationship between:

- intention and action

- plan and its realization

- expectation and its fulfillmeat.

Such actualization panels become important tools in evaluative

and social planning research: the reobserved variable is not "identical"

in the repeated measurement but it has to do with what does happen (Sub-

sequent observation) in contrast with what was supposed to happen (initial

observation).

The atteppts to develop systems of social indicators (see, for

example, Bauer and Bidderman, 1966, Gross, 1969) at the U.S. national

.level presuppose monitoring, on a periodic basis, not only of the aame

aspects of life quality, but also of the realization of plans and pro-

grama, effects of policies and the like, even though this is but im-

plicit in the work of the authors cited.

Finally, me can also relax the strict definition of "time" as

it applies to panel-type studies. For example, life histories (see,

for instance, Morrison, in Borgatta and Bohrstedt, 1969) of individuals,

or of families, become analyzable as panels but changes which do occur

(occupational shifts, births and deaths and the likd) normally take

place at different times for the various members of the "quasi-panel"

so that the timings of observations are not held constant via research

design, bur are isomorphic to the actual life experiences of the units

themselves. This means that the "initial observation" (or, let Us say,

some prior oCcupational status) may occur at different points in time

for the different units, but if we want to control for such differences,

we merely need to study people who have been in a particular occupation .

for the (approximately) same amount of time and compare them with those

9
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who may have been in a particular occupation longer or shorter. This

then means that "statistical" rather than "design" controls get exercised

over the timing of observations, and it is altogether possible that the

whole trajectory of life histories may have been actually collected at

one and the same point in time (that is, at a particular time, the re,-

spondents may have been asked details about their past - their belief

systems, occupational backgrounds, familial circumstances and the like -

but the data are treated as if they were observations over time). Iv

the same vein, we can ask respondents (or observe units by some other

method) about their "recollections'. and about their "anticipations" and

obtain quasi-panel data acquired, however, at the same point in time.

This is exemplified by questions regarding past, present (as of the time

of iaterview) and expected "world tensions," or by data on past, present

and expected satisfactoriness of various conditions of existence (satis-

faction with life in general, with specific aspects thereof, and so on).

Such quasi-panel data are, we repeat, ottained possibly in only one in-

terview, but they pertain to the "recall" (past satisfactions,, past per-

ceptions, past experiences, past "facts") of same pvior state of affairs

relative to the present and, perhaps, to expectations about the future.
1

1
In the way of a concrete example, I have now carried out six

nation-wide (U.S.) cross-sectional studies of attitudes regarding peace
and war issues (under the sponsorship of the Office of Civil Defense).
Typical of the quasi-panel questions are those which have asked the
American respondents to rate (on a scale of 0-10) the "level of inter-

natiotal tensions'
- currently prevailing
- anticipated in two years
- anticipated in five years
- as recalled-about two years ago (prior to the study).

The studies referred to have been conducted in 1963, 1964, 1966,

1968 and 1972. The data form "quasi-panel" table.

1 0
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We cannot deal with the special problems in interpretation which

are raised with the different types of quasi-panel data. Suffice it to

say that the formal aspects of panel analysis remain meaningful whether

we deal with strict panels or with quasi-panels. The techniques to be

outlined hereafter are therefore applicable directly, even though the

special problems raised by each research design call for a different

type of "Verstehen."

1 1
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III. TURNOVER TABLES

la the classical Elmira investigation of the 1948 presidential

election, the respondents were asked both in June and October: B. Berelson,

P.P. Lazarsfeld, W.N. jahee, 1954):

"Do you generally expect that this country will be in another
war within the next ten years or so, or do you think there is
a good chance of avoiding it?" (2, s. 16)

We can present these results in the form in which they lend

themselves best to panel analysis. A typical dichotomous turnover table

results:

Table 1.

EXPECTATIONS OF WAR IN ELMIRA, N. Y. 1948

October 1948 (Time 2)

Expect War Do Not

June 1948
Expect War

Do Not

TOTAL

N

195

141

336

Transition
Probability

.80

.39

N

48

221

268

Transition
Probability

.20

.61

TOTAL

242

362

604

(Time 1)

First, we observe the marginal (net) change. We find that the

proportion of more pessimistic people increased by 16 per cent (from 40

per cent in June to 56 in October). This information would have been

obtained even had different respondents been interviewed each time.

Clearly, we would be interested in explaining this trend. We know that

most characteristics of the respondents remained the same, thus not

greatly helping us to account for the shift. We are directed to look

into the relevant environment - to some external event(s) for plausible

explanations. It turns ol#that, between the two interviews, the Berlin

12



blockade started, and it is not unreasonable to argue that this substantively

explains the trend toward pessimism regarding chances for world peace.

The information we gain by employing a panel design is confined

to the cells of the table; the respective entries were known only because

the same subjects were.studied both times. While the 16 per cent trend

points to a shift of 93 respondents, we see that 189 of them actually

changed. In face of.a trend toward pessimism, 48 subjects became more

optimistic about prospects for peace (8 per cent of the total panel).

How to interpret this result is a matter different from simply

establishing that the changes did take place. We might argue that these

48 subjects did not even know of the Blockade and thus could not have

been influenced by it (provided it was influential at all - something::

we suspect but do not know). But this is a little too farfetched. It

is more likely that the events in Berlin may have had different saliency

for different people. Thus some respondents may well have viewed it

mainly from the standpoint of the Air-Lift. They may have thought that

since the Soviet challenge had been effectively met, the Berlin ex-

perience served as a.deterrent to another war rather than increased its

likelihood. There is more to the story, however - and it is an ex post

facto story as need be realized. Even had our subjectd seen the Berlin

conditions in the same light, the drift-toward optimism on the part of

some of them may be explained: the Stalin-Tito breach also occurred be-

tween the two interviews. It would suffice to establish that for some

respondents the Soviet-Yugoslav situation seemed more relevant in terms

of peace or war than even the Berlin crisis.

Now we do not propose to interpret the results fully. Let it

be made clear that various influences entered the situation, and that

our data quite probably confound their relative impacts. We shall

13



shortly indicate that we do not have to settle for ex post facto inter-

pretations if we build perceptions of actual or likely w-ents directly

into our research design.

In our turnover table, turnover can then simply be measured by

the sum of the transition probah" ' the non-diagonal cells.

This index would yield .59 he revealing only were we

to compare this magnitude oi L with that obtained in some othet

group, or with respect to another criterion. Berelson, Lazarsfeld and

McPhee, for instance, go on to state that party preferences were more

stable (there Was less turnover) than subsidiary issues - such as

war-expectations2

2
In the index mentioned we take a

12 21
as the turnover measure

[wherein a
ij

=
n
ij and (ij) refer, to the row,(1),and column, (j),

ni.

designation, with nij being the frequency in the ith row and jth column,

and ni
.
the frequency over all j's in the i'th row. The a

ij
's are thus

.

transition probabilities: given that the respondent is in state "i" on
the first occasion, what are the (empirical) odds that the unit will be
in state "j" on the second occasion; when irsj, we are dealing with units,
here individuals, whose opinion did not change at all].

Other ways of measuring turnover have, of course, been proposed.
For one, we may see the actual frequency of changers as depending on the
maximum number of changers and a minimum number of themi given the marginals.
In the Elmira table,-the minimum number of changers would be 93, and the
maximum, in turn, 578 as the reader should verify. Such an index would
have the form 189 - 94 or in general., actual - minimum

578 - 94 = .196
maximum - minimum'

This index is, unfortunately, highly sensitive to the size of the
smallest marginal, and this means that the marginal skewness has an im-
portant effect on its value. The intuitively appealing measure (because it
can range. from "maximum" to "minimum" possible turnover - from 1.00 tO 0)
is not a very good one.

The maximin index is at the root of such measures as have been
suggested by Bertaux (on generational occupational mobility) and also by
Doreian. Patricia Kendall (1954, Appendix, and also in Chazel, Boudon,
Lazarsfeld, 1970), proposed an index of turnover based on latent structure
analysis. In Conflict and Mood, she mentions two indices, of common
parentage: one applicable to Ile case of unchanging marginals, and one
which pertains to the "pure trend" case - when marginals do, or can, change
in.one direction only (e.g. younger people can become older but not the

- 1 4
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A dramatic example of turnover in terms of quasi-panel results

is obtained from this author's research in Colombia. In 1964, 1000

other way around). Only the latter index is discussed in the Frendh
source cited. Theodore W. Anderson (1954) suggested an approach via
simple Markoff chain models. The simple turnover table with changing
marginals (that is marginal differences between the initial and sub-
sequent observations) can be "projected" to a terminal state matrix in
which.the process is equiliabrated - as many people can be expected to
change in one direction as in the other, with resulting marginal sta-
bility. Anderson assumes that the treno4'im, (a12 and:42i)

remain constant. Then,
observation will be, in

in state not-r will be,

the proportion of ueople in state.1 on the initial
, and thosethe equilibrium matrix

Ple a21
a
12

+ a
21

correspondinglY, pie = a12 Under these

a
12

+ a
21

assumptions, in Table 1., this stable-state (equilibrated, or terminal)
matrix would turn out to be:

Expect War Do not expect war Total

Expect War 319 80 399

Do not expect war 30 125 205'

Total 399 205 604

James S. Coleman (1964) begins by considering m-th order Markoff chains
(in which transition probabilities between t and t+l-depend on the states
of prior m time periods) and goes on to explore the modeling implications,
of introducing response uncertainty andliarkoff processes into the same
dynamic system,

-.Indireetly, Coleman (1964b especially) also suggests alternative
turnover measure by postulating transition rates rather than transition
probabilities, that is, allowing for changes to occur not only on time-
distinct occasions but at any point in time between the observations.
The transition rate model yields

ln (1 -
a12

t (a12 + a21)

(for shifts from state 1 at the initial time to state 2 in the repeated
observation)p.and q21 is the same except that the fraction is multiplied
by a

21.
In this equation, ln is the natural logarithm, the a

ij
's are as

previously.defined, and t represents the time period between the obser-
vations in some appropriate units of time (e.g. t 2 months, t = 2
weeks and the like). The transition rates resulting are then stated in
terms of change probabilities per unit time (t - that is, per month, per
week etc.).

Coleman's models go further than this, of course: just in the way
of indication, Coleman also "decomposes" the transition rates into the

15
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(probability sample excluding the Amazon territory) Colombians were

asked about their satisfaction with "social, political and economic

conditions" of their country, thus, with life in oeneral in Columbia..

They ere also asked to "recall" how satisfying were the conditions

two years prior to that (about 1962), and to anticipate the satis-

factoriness,of life conditions in two years (1966) -- and in five years

(about 1970). Table 2A 's the panel-like data for the recall (1962

conditions) and thrl t" a-cu_ state of affairs (late 1964), and

Table 2B, for the 1964 auu de expected (1966) situation.

effect of one variable upon another and a 'random shock," and thus provides

clues to procedures by which.one could separate random shocks (which

would result in turnover in about the same magnitude from one position

to another, but "basic" marginal stability) from effects (which would

produce "trend" separated from such oscillatory, random-shock, turnover).

We will not attempt to replicate here the important contributions of

Coleman and the reader is well advised to go to the original sources.)

16



Table 2.

SATISFACTORINESS OF LIFE IN COLOMBIA: QUASI-PANEL DATA

1964 (Actual) 1966 (Expected)

Satisfied Not Satisfied Satisfied Not Satisfied

Satisfied 58 478 536 64 28 92

1964
1962 (Actual)

Recall)
Not Satisfied 34 420 454 303 595 898

92 898 996 367 623 990

*Ten respo,...:L1La failed to answer one of- the three questions.
"Satisfied" here means that the.respondents gave an answer of (+1, +2 or +3)
on the satisfaction scale. "Not satisfied" includes those who gave "neg-
ative responses" (-1, -2 and -3) as'well as those who claimed to be "neither
satisfied nor dissatisfied" (scale value 0).

Here is a system (of satisfaction evaluations Over time as ob-

served, however, at one point in time only) that undergoes impressive

changes. Why were so many Colombians thinking of the past (1962) as so

much better than the present (1964)? Who were thoe Why did, in turn,

so many ofthose who were dissatisfied at the theJ - esent time (1964)

anticipatettmprovements (into 1966) who were they

fiemith the war expectation table, this quiert,-penel tablegs

for intertmatations. We know, for instance, that t .aMbia experienced

a majorTinflation prior to 1964 (an inflation which, in fact,. -was to

continue -- but the 1964 subjects could not have been certain of that);

we know that there was an increase in La violencia in the nation's

countryside; and so on. Are-these the types of processes which help

acconnt-7'for thepessimistic Shift between 1962 (recall) and 1964

(actual:try:Yr' We know that Colombians were to have an election in early

1965, and dee to the particular political system, a liberal candidate

.would becomresident unless the National Front government were to be

17
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defeated anyway. (The National Front was not defeated. A liberal became

President. Most Colombians profess a Liberal Party political preference.)

All this, of course, the respondents also did not itnow for certain (save

for the country's propensity to prefer the Liberalc: in a ratio not un-

like that between the Democrats and the Republicans in the United States).

Were the hopes for a liberal President and the kines of policies which

might result the main reason for which the 1954 (actuality) gave way to

rather optimistic expectations (1966 anticipations of the respondents)?

Again, these are the kinds of questions to which panel analysis (including

quasi-panel data) addresses itself to, but the "answers" are the better

the more the researcher will have incorporated information about (other)

past changes or other salient expectations into the desien of his project

to begin with.

Some 3 er cmom:of the TTmira respondents changed their view

between the intesviewees. In the Colombian quasi-panel eXample, 51.7

per cent-of all sYis=anents changed their views (in evaluating, by recall,

the past relatiTm:tp tht± 1964 present) - most toward "pessimism." In

turn, 31,4 percm4m= -hq7,-,s0d their views when we compare the 1964 assess-

ments with the-algectaztions - and most, in this case, toward optimistic

ratings.AnalytErny speaking, lee nay now wonder about the changers in

general. Obvioarelyy, Ilracan compare the Charactertics of the changer

with those of tha'..- stable respondents. We are lee_toward elaborating the

results .

ELABORATION

When we iiitrdx.ce some add:ttional variable(s) into our analysis,

we are elaboratim-, the data in terms of such a variable. Thus we may

18
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elaborate the war-expectations table, for instance, by sex. This means

that we would look at the behavior of men on one hand, and that of women

on the other hand. We may elaborate by educational level, and study

separately (though in relation to one another) people with high, medium,

and low levels of education. We may have elaborated by family

agreement or conflict: that is, analyzed the respondents with respect

to two categories. Some come from families in which their spouses agree

with them, (share the same expectation); others from groups in which their

spouses do not agree.

This, of course, amounts to saying that we "elaborate" the initial

results by the incorporation of a third, fourth, n-th variable, and by

two, three --- n variables simultaneously.

The items employed in elaboration of panel data are referred to

as qualifiers. It is fruitful to differentiate constant, intervening

and _concomittant qualifiers. Let this be made clearer: sex is obviously

a constant qualifier. In effect this means that constant qualifiers are

items which do not change, or cannot change, over the duration of the

panel investigation. In this sense, educational level is a constant

qualifier - unless we study people over a prolonged period of time aver

which the education of same subjects may change considerably (as would

be true for students included in a panel) , Religious affiliation is,

too, a constant qualifier. Some "constant" qualifiers are stable only

by definition. That is, we can consider as constant qualifiers any and

all variables (and their combinations) whose initial state is used in

the elaboration. For example, we can elaborate "war expectations" (as

in Table 1.) by such things as opinion whether or not the United Nations

Organization will, or will not, succeed in helping to create a better

climate for international peace. Indeed, this attitude toward United

19
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Nations may itself change over time, but when we use its initial

(time one) state for the purpose of elaboration, it becomes "quasi-

constant", or, in fact, "constant" in terms of the analytical procedure.

For we look at the "war expectation" changes in terms of initial estimates

of United Nations success.

Similarly, "past" data may become initial, or quasi-constant,

qualifiers. In the Colombian quasi-panel, we can elaborate the 1964

(actual satisfaction assessment) and 1966 expectations by the recall of

what Colombia was like in 1962 (past, by recall).

Hence, three-wave panels will often use the first wave data as

the cons;ant qualifier - thus aiding in the analysis of the relationship

between the second and third waves. In social mobility tables, grand-
_

father's occupational status may be a useful qualifier for the relation-

:ship between the father's and the son's status.

Intervening qualifiers are_ilevents which occur between the two

(or:any two) panel interviews. Thus the Berlin blockade may be considered

an_intervening event, and had its influence been studied, we mnr have

elaborated the findings by-degree of interest in the-Berlin situation,

or by knowledge about it, or in some such appropriate manner.

It follows that normally we can distinguish between exposed and

uneuosed people. For instance, the_criterion of the Kendall research

on the...influence of the film Gentlemen'a Agreement was level of tolerance.

In the second interview, the respondents were also asked whether they

did or did not see the movie. Thus some became "exposed" people, and

others 'unexposed". Typical intervening qualifiers are consequently

exposutra_to a film, speech, advertisement, educational_campaign, aware-

ness-ai interceding events (Berlin blockade, Stalin-Tito break, Sputnik,

change-In price level of a product, and so on).

2 0
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When intervening qualifiers are used, we are studying the effects,

influences, impacts of the referent event(s). Such panels are called

impact:panels. They reasemble, in design, to before-after laboratory

experiments wherein some stimulus is introduced between two criterion-

observations so that its effects can be singled out for closer analysis.

Yet, impact Panels differ from laboratory experiments in that they

involve no controls over other possible influE tWo

deaigns, before-after experiment and impact panel, address themselves

to somewhat different problemsboth of'which are quite important.

:Under laboratory condit±nns, we study the impact of a stimulus

given exuosmre of the subjects L.) it (at least in the:experimental group).

Im impact panels, we study theEeffects of a stimulus on subjects who

expose themselves to it.

concomittant qualifiers are items which themselves may

change in the course of the arudy. Typical qualifiers of this kind are

other attitudes. In the war-expectations example, we would think of

a largecnumber-of appropriate concomitant qualifiers: for instance,

attitudes toward the Soviet Union-

Methodologically, the use of different qualifiers may call for

somewhat varying approaches. It has become customary to measure constant

qualifiers Ai the time of the initial interview. Ideally,we would want

to measure exposure to intervening events hen such events take place -

that_is, between the actual panel interviews. Mainly for budgetary

reasons, the intervening qualifiers tend to be observed in the second-

wave tnterview, Ue ask people whether they did or did not see a movie,

hear:a_speech,.read an advertisement. The sole weakness of the procedure

is related to the -often observed fact that human memory often plays

havocvith the researcher's data. People do not always remember, or

2. 1
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do not recall accurately, their relevant "exposures". Last, the con-

comitant qualifiers are measured on both occasions inasmuch as they are

items which, like the criterion, could change.

It becomes clear from the above that concomitant q71z.lifiers

are actually criteria as well, and that_ t only procedurall 4ortant

to think of them along somewhat different lines.

If constant qualifiers lead to the compar±son of different

groups, and impact qualifiers to the study of influences of external

events,concomItant qualifiers are admirably suited: to the analysis of

mutual effects of variables.

Hence, three formal aspects of elaboration may now be briefly

considered:

(1) When we differentiate the respondent by some third variable, we

study conditional turnover.

(2) When we divide the subjects by their position on the first

interview, we speak of conditional effects analysis.

(3) When we study the interaction of variable, we speak of mutual

effects analysis.

CONDITIONAL TURNOVER ANALYSIS,

Our basic panel table is divided in terms of some third variable,

same constant qualifier. Thus we arrive at separate turnover tables for

Catholics and Protestants, for men and women, for upper, middle, and

lower class people.

In effect, turnover is somehow measured and compamd amang

such gualifier .groups as to magnitude.as well as directian. Thus we

may find that Catholics are lless (or-more) stable in their voting inten-

tion than Protestants. And we may and that Catholics, if they change

2 2
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from Republican to Democratic intentions more then in the opposite

direction, whereas Proter-tants - if they change -hift more from

initial Democratic i o Republican intent

Given some basic panel 4ata, numerous qualifiers can be em-

ployed: sex, age, education, religion, socioecanomic status - to

name again but a few. With respect to the criterion, some qualifiers

will differentiate the groups, others wlllnot. There is a sense in which

conditional turnover analysis aims at locating qualifiers which are

functionally significant for the given criterion.

Several basic results deserve mentioning explicitly. Let us

assume an elaboration variable which is a dichotomy (e.g. protestant,

Catholic; or Male, Femal e. and the like - "dichotomized variables will

do, too).

We may disccver that turnover is the same regardless of the

elaboration variable. Thus it seems reasonable to argue that such a

variable is non-relevant in the explanation of changes. If Protestants

and Catholics, males or females, blacks and whites, educated and less

educated people change at the approximately same rates, the particular

variable does not seem to allow us much leeway in substantive inter-

pretation of what is going on. (Of course, if still another variable

uere introduced, for instance, Protestant-males, Protestant-females,

Catholic-males and Catholic-females, the results might be different,

but we ill not deal with all_ these important ramifications of n-th

order analyses because this would be well beyond the scope of this dis-

cussion.)

We may, in turn, discover that the tnntaver _is different for

the conditional subgroups, but that it is, in effect, in the same

direction. We might then ask why it is that-males (for example) would

2 3
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be less likely to change than females - even though the result as stated

above postulates turnover in the same direction, if of different mangi-

tudes. Thirdly, we may find that one qualified subgroup (e.g. Protestants)

is characterized by essentially "oscillation" only - that is, about as

many changes in one direction as in the other, thus producing relative

stebility in the (Protestant) marginals, while the net marginal change

(trend) is accounted for by the other group only, or primarily (Catholics,

in-:_this example).

Finally, we may postulate turnover in opposite directions given

the elaboration variable. This is a situation in which one group (for

instance, males), would be inclined to become "more optimistic" and

females, as the other group, would tend to become "more pessimistic."

Upon elaboration, the qualified tables produce "opposite" results.

Constant qUalifiers may be associated with differential sta-

bility of the respondents, but they cannot explain it. This is an ob-

vious but crucial point: an unchanging Item cannot well help explain

changes.

This statement does not affect our statistical reasoning (whereby

such associations do get established), but it has considerable con-

sequences on substantive interpretation of the data. Two,basic

directions appear indicated:

(1) If the marginal distributions remain the same in the quali-

fier groups, although there are differences in relative turnover (magni-

tude, direction or both), we are substantively led to ask ourselves ques-

tions fundamentally related to the theory of social roles. For instance,

what-1n beinpCatholic (as a process) may account for the expectation

of greater, or lesser, stability in terms of the criterion?

2 4
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It becomes fairly clear that we employ the qualifier as constant

methodologically, but use its process aspects (which turn out to barole-

aspecta) in interpretation.

(2) If the marginals are unstable - hence trends occur in addi-

tion to turnover - we cannot actually reason in the same way as before.

For the social roles involved, say "being a Catholic" (role of a Catholic),

are themselves relatively stable: their definitions do not change very

rapidly. Thus once again: fairly stable normative expectations associated

with the qualifier roles cannot explain both the trends and the turnover.

With changing marginals, we are directed by the logic of the

problem to look for external events intervening between the interview

waves which for cogent reasons appear related to the results. Our case

will be much stronger were we to anticipate potential events and in-

corporate them in our original design. Our case will rest on a spec-

'ulation, nonetheless very useful, if we locate such events ex post facto3

3 If we name the criterion 1 (observation initially) and 2 (sub-
sequent observation), and the qualifier 3, we can consider the conditional
turnover analysis in terms of the difference of effects (of 3 upon the
relationship between 1 and.2).
Then,

f
12.3 =

and

P123P3 P 13P23

P13 PI3

f12.3 same as above except for the barred designation relative
to the qualifier (the bar means, of course, non-3: if 3 is "Protestants,"
non-3 = 3 is non-Protestants).

The overall effect measure is then

- 5 ,f
12.3 12.3

In the above n
12 '

of course, refers to units who are "1"'1
(positive.on 1), "2" (posftive on 2) and "3"(positive on 3), relative to
the total panel size (the percentage of those who are 1 and 2 and 3). The
same applies to the other Pv's in the f-formula. [By the way, it
follows that such terms as p1.23 would refer to those would are "1", not
"2", and "3" and so on]. The reader is advised to study Lazarsfeld's

2
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CONDITIONAL EFFECTS ANALYSIS:

We can ask ourselves: given some initial position on the cri-

terion, how do respondents exposed to some event compare with unexposed

subjects by the second wave interview? Let an example be used.

Table 3.
*

EXPOSURE TO "GENTLENEN'S AGREEDENT" AND RACE TOLERANCE (10)
(Transition Probabilities Given in Parentheses)

First Interview

INITIALLY R/GH TOLERANCE

Second Interview

INITIALLY LOW TOLERANCE

High Tol. Low Tol. (N) High Tol. Low Tol. (N)

EXPOSED 49 (.86) 3 (.14) 57 15 (.26) 43 (.74) 58

EXPOSED 121 (.70) 52 (.30) 173 47 (.22) 161 (.78) 208

Adapted from sourde.

Irrespective of exposure, the total panel displays a minor trend

(of 0.4 per cent) toward increased tolerance. Our turnover index yields

.51. If we look at exposed and unexposed people separately (qualify by

exposure), we notice that expoSed people moved more into the tolerant

position (6 per cent trend), while unexposed people moved slightly in

the opposite direction (1 per cent trend). Turnover was larger for the

unexposed (.52) than for the exposed subiects (.40).

discussion of Analysis of Attribute Data in
of the Social Sciences for more details.

The question then is: given 3, what
1 and 2 as contrasted with the relationship
In general,f

j

pk Pik Pjki=
gik g2k

2 6

the International Encyclopedia

is the relationship between
given not -3 (=j)
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There exists also some evidence of self;-selection. Among exposed

people,-the proportion of initially tolerant subjects is .50, while it

is .45 among the unexposed subjects. Thus.less intolerant people show

a slight propensity to become exposed to a film which dealt, subtly

but very clearly, with the problem of intolerance.

In conditional effects analysis - our next step - we inquire into

the comparative magnitude of two effects: preserving effect of exposure,

and its generating effect. It is-now meaningful to wonder whether ex-

posure to the film tended to preserve a tolerant position better than

it helped to convert initially intolerant people (thereby generating

tolerance).

We find that there was both a preserving effect (.86 - .70 um .16),

and a generating effect (.26 - .22), the former exceeding the latter.

Although the indices of preserving and generating effect are separately

indicated, they are not independent of one another. Hence the added

finding in conditional effects analysis is not that there were both

effects present, but that the exposure preserved high tolerance better

than it generated it from among initially less tolerant subJects.

One final note: while it makes sense to attribute the trend

toward tolerance among exposed people to the impacts of the film, it

will not do to explain the trend toward treater intolerance among un-

exposed people by the fact that they did not see the movie! Once

again, we would want to consider other events operative in the environ-

ment which could explain the drift of unexposed people toward lessened

tolerance. This, like before, is an issue in interpretation of results,

but not in the methods of establishing them.
4

4 In the language of "effect coefficients" which we have used pre-'

viously, the conditional coefficients (that of the preserving effect of

27
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In au ideal sense, an impact panel presupposes data acquisition just

prior to some (for theoretical or pragmatic reasons) significant

event'and right after-its.occurrence. This is an aspiration rarely, if

ever, met in actual research. But if transition rates are used

as clues to turnover per unit time, same hypothetical solutions are

possible. For instance, Coleman (1964b,.esp. pp. 140 ff) considers

the impact of a film (to explain to American soldiers that VA/ II

in the Pacific might well last quite a while) by comparing a "control"

and an "experimental" group; exposed and unexposed to the stimulus

respectively.

Changes are observed in the control group as well as in the

experimental group: by asking himself what the experimental group

would have been like were it not for the exposure to the film (a

stimulus which was induced one week after the initial inquiry),

Coleman is able to show what amounts to the "net" effect of the

exposure and that of the generating effect) can bc expressed aa

=
E2.1

PE21P1 PE1P21 = (preserving effect)f

PE1 PE1

and

fE2.1 1E2I Pi PET P21 (generating effect)

PEI Pa

where H and E stand for exposure and non-exposure, 1 and 1 for initial
position (in the example, higher_and lower tolerance at the time of
the first interview), and 2 and 2 for the subsequent position (in the
example, higher anc: lower tolerance on the second occasion).

This means that in impact panels, the turnover table is qualified
by the initial position of the unit. From the data of Table 3.,
using frequencies rather than percentages, we have

fE.12
(preserving effect) = 49*230 - 57*170

16
57 * 173

= .

There are 49 people who are "E21", that is, initially higher in
tolerance (1), exposed (E) and subsequently higher in tolerance (2);
there are 230 people who are "1", hence, initially more tolerant; and so on.
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stimulus (it is not the net effect because the impact of other inter-

vening stimuli could not have been explicitly taken into account

in the analysis). He uses the control group transition rates to

generate a panel table for the exposed group as it would have looked

after six days, that is, prior to the film stimulus introduction, so

as to differentiate between the molecular processes of the period and

the "event impact" itself. He finds it important (and we agree with

him) to distinguish between events which produce immediate effects

(those which alter the factual basis of evaluation) and "sleeper"

effects, (those which have an impact after some duration: (events

which-affect more general attitutes).

This means that we can suspect that occurrences which change

cognitions have an "immediate" effect though not necessarily lasting,

whereas events which affect evaluations may have a "sleeper effect"

wherein the chances do not become manifest until after some time after

the ittroduction of the stimulus - whether or not such effects "last"

is, too, an empirical question (of prime importance).

MUTUAL EFFECTS ANALYSIS

While we speak of a difference between preserving and generating

effects in our inquiries into the influence of stimuli on the criterion,

we shall now deal with harmonizing and disharmonizing effects. Mutual

effects analysis utilizes, as we have pointed out, concomittant

qualifiers.

2 9
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Another example will be helpful: (Berelson, Lazarsfeld, McPhee, 1954)

Table 3.

POTENTLAL DEMOCRATS IN ELMIRA SALIENCY OF
CLASS ISSUES AND IMAGE OF TRUMAN

October 1948

Class Issues

Ttuman
IMage

(June) (Aug)

Salient
Favorable
(A)

Sal.

Unfavor.

(B)

Not Sal.
Favor.
(C)

Not Sal.
Unfavor.
(D)

TOTAL

rlier
(A) Salient-Favorable 20 2 8 1 31

(B) Salient-Unfavorable 6 7 3 6 22
Erne

(C) Not Salient-Favorable 52 14 54 23 143

(D) Not Salient-Unfavorable 16 37 19 60 132

TOTAL 94 60 84 90 328

Although numerous statements can be made by inspecting the marginals,

and all rows and columns, this is not our primary purpose. Let us lOok at

the people with conflicting attitudes (Salient-Unfavorable;.and NOi-galient-

Favorable). Since class-issues have been identified more with the Democrats

than with the Republicans, and since Truman amply stressed them throughout

the campaign of 19489 we may wonder about the manner in which these conflicts

get resolved. Thus we study row vectors (i) and (C) first to establish

harmonizing effects.

For people in (B) chances are equal that they adjust their image

to saliency of class issues (6 subjects move to call BD)or favorableness

of the image to perceived saliency (6 move into BA). But for respondents

in row (C), favorable images are maintained much more often while saliency

of class issues increases (52 subjects move. to CA, but only 23 to CD).

On the.whole then, considering both rows, the cross-pressure retiulting

3 0
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from a conflict between perception of issues and image of the Democratic

candidate tends to be reconciled by adjusting _saliemcy to the This

we refer to as the harmonizing effect.

Inspect next rows (A) and (D). Some people wits tially cmnsistent

positimnsmcoic ,abto disharmcmdaidsames. By .the same rmasomdng wearrive

at thezcono4;mmaaL_that, once again:- disharmmnizing eattt occurs chiefly

by changpingssaItney of class-issnes, and that the tow' offthe candidate

is more7sta ."-tthan.saliency).

Finsaw, look at cells BC and CB in.which arfelifibjents,lwho reversed

their conflicztng positions. Fou,-- respondents uit favorable image but

low saliency class issues irase their suarenegs of class issue but.also

changed their-image-of Truman from favorable to unfavorable. Substantively

we nay argue that the candidate was able to nake people aware of class-issues,

but that he lost some-voters "because" of that.

Thus to analyze for harmonizing effects, we inquire into the

manner in which respondents with initially conflicting attitudes reconcile

theth. To study the disharmonizing effects, we look at the movement of

subjects originally with consistent positions. (Upset, Lazarsfeld, Barton

and Linz, 1954, Morris Rosenberg, 1955)

Let us use (++) for responses which fall into row A (Class issues

relevant, Truman image favorable on the first occasion), (+-) for B, (-+)

for C, and (--) for D. The same, of Course, applies to A, B, C and D coluMns

of the Table (for viewpoint on second occasion). Then changes (+-) -)-

(4- 4) and (- 4) (- -) can be said "good for the first variable"

(class issue relevance in this example): these changes, in cells BA and

CD of Table 3, indicate that the "first variable" dominates the second one

in that it harmonizes with the state (4- or -) of the first variable.

3 1
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SimtUarlv71 dean:vas -) -p (- -) and (- 4) -P (4 4) ate

"good for the a-Aintni vsartable": cells CA and BC indicate th0 ,gtqat r.°

which the firota warlUdliezharmonizes-with the secolr Ine.

In turn, wmauvEy that changes (+ 4) 4) aml 410o,

-), in =e-C4 m1C,azal DB respectively, are "goad for 01° tOot

variable" while eilMAZAS tiVIZa (+ 4) -0. (4" ) and (- -) -P 4) fte

"good for the sectani-valttlheile". Bare, relative dominance of vattahIe

is reflected zziatetar freedom, so to say, to detach itSelf frolti

harmonious posittioretTWI t.Na less dominant variable_ In harztatltzing

effects, the strozikaafile is assumed to "pull" the weake VAriabae

toward harmony, wiz; isharmanizing effects, the strongeks 440-4le

is less "attached" ' ...___in harmony with the weaker one 5

5
The most -, -formulation of appropriate-indices A oive0. by

Lazarsfeld (1971). .t..-=-=mso Levenson's article in the InternAttonal
Encyclopedia.

Let us uaa;-tre ietter designations of cells (AA, AD ,

we have done in di-crr,=-1-ms Table 4. For the sake of convent, ve
express the cell entadias as proportions, hence, AA =

P1234 12444+
:(proportion of peoluire' -Who are "1" and "2" and "3" and "4", tiOk.

++],and so on.

Then,

h
1

* CD BD * CA

QM. + 13D ) (CA +. CD)

is the "harmonization effect" component of the mutual effect Adex, atd

h
2

= AB * DC - AC * DB

(AB + AC) (DB + DC)

is the "diOhimmanization effect" component, and

ME wr .111 '^ 122

with h subtracted :-!rolahl because, in line of our reasoning, 1% wtote
the h

1
2
index in. ter7s of "first variable" 11dominance, and 0 Ce of1 nts

"second variable" Akate.m*Ince.

3 2
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(e) .16-Fold Tables: Further

Considerations

FaElowing Simon's - minal paper on spurious cor=elmtions CI954),

a great deal of emphasis has gone since into the deveLapaemt of appac,-

priate causal models in sociological analysis (see especia:11-7 Blalook,

editor, 1971 - as well as other references provided in thmililiograOhy).

Ome of the earliest approaches, relevant to panel 1ysis, was

suggested by Campbell (1963): the cross-lagged correlatir,_

Figure 2

cl e
3

P31

/

t

42

k ...------- p32

X
4P42

A
e
2

(Time 1) (Time 2)

The reader will note that the numerators of the component in-
dices are cross-products (determinants) involving the critical change
cells, and the denominators are the variances of the initial time period
Oased, of course, on marginals for people in the critical "effect" cells
only.

Lazarsfeld (1971) has now preferred to call ti the index_of
relative concurrence (rather than "harmonization"), and hl, the index af
relative attachment. This has been prompted'largely by tfie facttdrat
designations of lbarmonious" and "disharmonious" positions are,somewhat
arbitrary (ftwAmstance, we could call "unfavorable Truman imme a [4i
rather than a 'favorable" one -- this would yield [4..+] as a posdtion ri
which the respandent does not like Truman and considers class temmtes
relevant; and SD on).

I am still going to stay with the older (harmonizationiddshammo-
nization) terminology. Usually, as a criterion for determining milder
position "should" (pragmatically, not normatively) be considereharmo-
niou4 I suggest-that the initial correlation of the variables haemmme.
(Hence, if initially "class issue relevance" and "Truman favorabienese
correlate, asthey do somewhat in Table 4., the harmanious posittm
would be "releurant-favorable" and "non-relevant-unfavorable". BurThie
reader may well wish to adopt the new terminology (of relative concurrence
and relative attathment).

33
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Ta'keep within the convi, -ent, it new7tradition we will tEse Xi

anci C'addm numbers) bar the..sic:,-ssiyeuse=rations of one yerieble

(sudn:as'relevamce of c1assrpli- isswcr luTable 4.) and X2 mad X4

("eyed') tor the. reobserwatians cf the secam:: variable (Truman t*na, as

in Table -,).

LaapheIl argues that if .173.2has mom effect on M:2 than the-dmther

way around., then the correlation, rL4 should he_Igreater than thmen=mla-

tion r ,..hence r > x .

6

23 14 23
One 02 the main difficulties with the approach as it applies to

the study of mutual effects in panel tables has to do with the 2act -that

the (raw) correlations do not take the relative stability of the variables

dmto account (see, for example, Heise, 1970; Lazarsfeld, 1971), snit -Jhe

results mAight well be misleading (see Pelz and Andrews, 2964). Hence,

Pelz and AmArews suggest the use of partial cross-lagged correlatimm9

that is, specifically r14.2 > r23.1 if the "odd" variable is stmonger,

and r
14.2

< r
231 if the "even" variable is stronger. Tut this, in

turn, does not take into account the dynamic of the "independene

variable,its"beha-zior" over time. Eeises approach (1970) is quite

6This is, cd course, called "cross-saagged" correlation because
of the =rows whidh link, in-the way of a causal hypothesis, X1 vadith:M:4
and X

2-with
.71gure 2.

Campbell deals chimEly with quantitative variables, hence, the
use of cmrtelations. In nguate of the: effect coefficients, the:
argument is, that f14 >

-.7.--m late e, terms (arrows which go to each
variable fomm.the outsidexor the-rumba aiagram) are "error" terms, or
better yet, thwy;represent the efEects of d22 variables other than those
(X

1
X
24

EL_, IC4 ) explicitly coomstilered-
' 13

am:later convenience, we,heove also labellecL the 'preths", T144
-- these are-path coefficients, and we will have an occasion to mentiaim.
them subsequently.

3
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simAlar to_hat: of Pelz and Andrews 41trept for his use of path coeffi-

cimmcs in piaceof-partial torralatil*. The limitation (of not tdking

in=_accoum.7 the...changes km the qualf2:' er - itself a panel study crite-

rio=1 prevr:.xurammtioned, however, as well.
7

Bmudoc Au elegant simplifion of Coleman, 1964) bases his

model_on =mai:baring the Pinertie (1t=cdon's term, Lazarsfeld's term

would bens--7y"1-) as the effect whach a variaIle, say xi, has upon re-

mainfmg imtne state, x3 (rathelr:than changing into x.3- ); the effect

which.xland-x_have upon each =her-- and the e-factors (see Figure 2),-

the factors "m1r-nh Are not explicitly--:aken into account.

Theresults -.hem lead toasnmn-t-ing the inertia terms (for each

variable, x.. lam:1x
2'

that is 'IX-ode:mud "X-even'), the cross-effect

terms (effect- om x. ttpom x
4'

the lattor being thelsecond observation on

717:mnsider Figymel.again. Iet us use p31 for a "path co-effi-cieridx.r.. . and sm on. Then,

z13 1--31 32 and

32 P32 P31

Now (Wee-4-rd., A.969), szolidtrazttmg (;32r12) from the first equation and
subottmltang-: the secmcd T%itmilmArly, 6y subtracting p31ri2 from both
sialesiiwmmi t.t.,7:sdripZifykag, e OMME up with,

and so on.

r13 -r_;12 -r23

ZUlmilar17,_ -rmber-patharmcle , p32, p41 and p42 can ba determined.

r.1.1 ir12 rx.13

-
12

.and so om. Re are "themting" a.litt1e bit. The correlation coefficients
:ate really the."true" commelations, rho, but we have expressed:the path
toefficients :±n. terms ofreal data, the empirical Pij's whichare used
Ito.estimate.the rij's]. 7The resaPr is advised to consult both the Lora
article, amd Beise's paper directly.
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x2; and similarly, the effect of x_ .apon:=3), an& the e-serms, as resid-
,_

uals.
8

Ubile these indices thus pvIvicle interesting insimit into the

-properties of the 16-fold (mutual Fffects) table, these are pieces of

information In addition to, and complementary to, the mutual effects

index which Lazarsfeld has proposed, an zahich has been discusmed in the

previous section of this paper.

8
Paraphrasing Boudon ,(and also Lazarsfeld C1971), wend that

the basic emmations ere of the:following form:

I P CI:4; X-L X ) = a
14

= = = e
42

Here theT( ) term states, of cclurse, the probability (transitional) :of
"being iniX4 given than the individuml -IA in and 12 init-laritt: Going
hatk to Table 4 P( ) is thpL1.4.u.ulk_Lion of pemuld whollawe. a favor-
able Truman image om the'second intemmiew occasimn among those-who con-
aidered class issues relevant,(Xi) anL, at the same ttate,.nad a favorable
Trnman image (X2) initially.

Similarly,

2.
P (X4; ;

a
24

+ e
4

3. ? (7:4; X1 X-) = a
11

+ e
42 -

and
(X4, X74)

To make sure that the terriwlere amcwirst=tale, the thunierrtlet-recmg-
nize that BouckgraJelea a i5 itor'.°annbiLitY'. (or 'inertia" Of-the first
variable netweem.-..the_ . :air:ca.:we-use "X-odd" .and "tgr-even"
here, this tetariftecomes-7_:.m. (rdzh-thea-subscript representimwthe
"odd variable' att the farlt_tine, amid tbe 3-subscript standtng for:the
same variable the:second thus_a4, inour terminology, fur the

i
effect of initiaLatate of _the. "odd- variable' 1 upon the subsewint state
of the "even variable", wouldbe - in_Boudon's symbology - a. 9: the
superscripts having to do with the observation times,1 and 2, and the
subscripts with:the-variables.

Furthermore, to make clear the meaning of the equations, let
the first one be uaqd, that is,

1. P a,/ X7.) =
a24

e
4

It smystthat tbe "odds" of hemng:X
4

given that the individual is
X X to begin-Twith are a simple linear function of the effect which variahle1 2

3 6
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on (indtially) has on variable -two ."Atuhsoquen0, arlv. afthe'amen=ta" of
the second variable,a24, and mif tbe sakats eimazthdag not (--7r+rftly
considered in the model 'woo the secomE scam:mi tienmemesnIttarn, e4
(Mote!that the arrow from the ontsid cE ihe i towerd:X. .±e.-1-f4ure 2
is designated as e4).

We can get 0:14 by subacracm equarliam TM71 from [1], Isar lso
by substracting [4] fiam 12]. the=

P(X4; X1X2) PC44; XiN2) XT:177) 7(44: Arm:2-)

and this is, indeed, quite a restrieVse assumption Into t1 model).
L.41axallel equivalence wal be found, of course:, IT vmawidering tht,
P(X3; xx) terms.
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TV. On_Elaboration: Further Considerations

While the logic of the analysis should nake the point clear

without the need for discussion, it may be worthwhile to mention

same at. the additional, if obvious, implications.

In the analysis of "conditional turnover," we have talked

about elaboration by the first, second, third... ofth variable, and

bi two, three, four... n-variables simultaneously. These elaboration

variables were initial, or constant, qualifiers.

Et follows that similar elaborations of impact panel tables

will:lead to information about impact conditional not Only upon

exposure/non-exposure, or awareness/non-awareness (as related to some

event(W but also upon initial qualifiers. Thus, ye can look at

impact tables themselves elaborated bY some initial qualifier(e) in

order to determine whether, for instance, the event impact in one

group (Ear instance, among males) varies from the inpact in another

group (for instance, females). Similarly, a 16-fold mutual effects

table catt be elaborated by initial qualifier(s)
9

Also, such mutual effects tables can be analyzed by elaborating

them by "impact;".that is, by exposure to some event(s). Or, for that

matter, by elaborating them by impact and by some initial qualifier(s).

The point is really that the analytical procedures mentioned in

this discussion build upon each other, and the researcher does not

consider "either" conditional turnover, or conditional effects, or

9
Coleman, for instance, (1964, pp. 168ff) considers the inter-

action betmen "membership in the leading crawl" and "having to pp
sometimes against one's principles" -- this being a mutual effects
taEle vhen at least two time observations on both variables are
involved -- in terms of sex (boys and girls: this being an initial
qualifier).
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mutual effects analyses but rather, the appropriate mixes whiCh test

the theories under question.
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V. Corrosion and Oscillation

Ve have dealt with two-interview situations entirely. The

reader may onder whether changes so discovered represent mainly

cyclical movements of people, oscillations, or whether some given

proportion of respondents actually moves into a different position

as time goes by.

Third wave interviews can help ansver such questions. If

the association between the first and second wave is of similar

magnitude to that between the first and third interview, we can speak

of oscillation of people moving to and fro between the available

criterion positions. If the association between the first and third

interview exceeds that betueen the first and second interview, we

can speak of corrosion. 10 The former schema (oscillation) is compatible

with the notion of basically stable marginals with turnover of people,

whereas the concept of corrosion implies also a trend -- for instance,

one whereby majorities are formed and increased as tire goes by.

Although by far too feu properties of n-wave panels (n)2) have

yet been systematically studied, Lee Wiggins (1950 has developed a

10 In the absence of third-wave data, consider.the McNemar
(Chi-square) statistic. If there were, by chance, about as much
movement from one position to another as the other way around, the
expected value would be, in frequencies, 1/2 (n12 + n

21
) where the n

ij
's

are frequencies observed in cells (12) and (21). In other words, of all
the changers, half would be expected to move in one direction and the
other half in the other direction. If we have no other (third wave)
information, ve would draw the conclusion that "oscillation" has taken
place if the actual distribution of changers does not depart from the
expected one with chanCes that we would not want to take (that is, the
Chi-square is not significant), whereas we might accept the hypothesis
of "corrosion" if the actual distribution departs from the expected one .

by more than tolerable (.05; Or .01 or vhatever) odds would seem.
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.

number of mathematical models applicable for n -wave panels. The

simplest way of treating multi-wave panels seems to be that of using,

say, first wave responses as qualifiers for panel tables built around

the second and third wave interviews. Undoubtedly, however, much,

needs to be done to systematize the analysis of n-wave panels. It

seeMs almost fair to say that further major breakthroughs in the study

of social change must came by the way of procedures to deal with such'

data.

7
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VT. A Note On Operational Problems

There are two major issues to be, at least, outlined: one,

the participation problem in panel research, secondly, the re-

interview effect. The moet careful, and by far most important,

scrutiny of these problems comes from Charles Y. Clock (1952, 1960;

also Lazarsfeld, Rosenberg and Wagner Thielens, 1952) who reanalyzed

data from a number of panels from the viewpoint of participation and

re-interview biases.

Although panels and surveys alike have.their share of problems

to insure that selected respondents will actually be interviewed

(initial participation), panel research faces the added dilemma of

assuring continued participation of the subjects. Glock has been

able to differentiate between facilitating and motivating factors

operative both with respect to initial and continued participation.

Physical and mental capability of subjects to meet the requirements

of panel membership seem one such facilitating precondition (especially

as regards initial recruitment). Among the motivating factors, Clock

concludes that an individual's interest in the panel topic, his response

to incentives, his group orientation are of importance.

What is even more crucial, however, is the finding that

attitudes, opinions and behavior of continuous participants are

different from those of non-members and occasional participants.

In this paper, I will not consider (for want of space) the
problem of "unreliability" and "measurement error" in general. But
some of the recent contributions which bear on the issue are given in
the bibliography.
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Although the re-interview bias may present as serious a

challenge as the participation problem, adequate solutions are at

hand: simultaneously with the panel, control groups can be studied

by repeated sample surveys. It does not mean that the problem of

re-interview bias thereby vanishes, but at least d.ts direction and

magnitude become known.
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Conclusion

To say that the panel procedure represents an important

advance in behavioral research is to.slightly understate the case.

When it comes to empirical analysis of social change, we know of no

other, and certainly no better, form of design.

Probably the most impressive panel study that has ever been

carried out is being done since 1960 under the title of "Project

Talent." A sample of 400,000 high school students (9th to 12th grade)

has been subjected to too day long interviews and tests on questions

concerning various aspects of .the educational process. Followup

interviews have been taken every year, and every initial participant

has been interviewed one year after graduation by mailed questionnairee

The research design includes additional interviews after 5,

10 and 15 years. The last interviews will be taken in 1983-from those

students who were in 9th grade in 1960 (J.C. Flanagan and W.W. Cooley,.

1966).

The research design allows for the systematic study of the

development of individual careers of young Americans. rot only will
-

there be.records taken of the state of.careers at certain points in

1time (such as job satisfaction, satisfaction with the job position,

additional education and others), but career plans and plans for

future education will also be kept track of . This is in fact a

courageously designed project that promises important theoretical and

mathodological advances. This project offers the opportunity of studying all

.SchoenfeldtYs summary article in Social Science Information
will provide the reader not only with further data on Project Talent;
but also with suggestions how the project data ray be acquired by
other researchers (1967);
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important aspects of attitude change, of the relations between

planned and actual behavior, of the effect of time per se, the effects

of intervening events and experiences, and fhe effects'of time dependent

mutual efiects of-variables on each other.

Applications of panel approaches to economic problems are

well illustrated by such works as those of Morgan and associates

on changes in income patterns (1968-1970), Lansing and associates on

residential changes, geographical mobility of labor (1966, 1967, 1969),

to suggest a few major examples.

Svalastoga has reported on'the design of Project Metropolitan

(conducted in Copenhagen and Stockholm) with objectives to consider

the interaction of such factors as career lines, deviant behavior

trajectories, patterns 'of marital adaptation and the like.

Margaret Mod, in her review of some of the mainlines of

sociological research in Hungary, refers to a panel study of 4,000

households (2000 workers and employees and 200 peasant families)

selected, as a panel, from among groups surveyed previously by the

Central Statistical Office. Eliske Freiova reported on study plane

involving 2,597 students entering the University (1966) who were to be

re-interviewed in their 4th University year (1969) and again upon

graduation (1972).

Given the scale of some of the more recent inquiries, and the

methodological advances in analytical prOcedures, we have now reached

the stage in which the study of social processes in the most

concrete sense has reached a level of sophistication which cannot

fail to bring the social scientist's understanding of change phenomena

to their properly central role in the enterprise of theory construction

and testing.
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